


Espresso
A rich and velvety coffee concentrate extracted using 

freshly roasted coffee beans, hot water and pressure

Macchiato
Espresso with a dash of milk foam

AMERICANO
Espresso with hot water

Cappuccino
A perfect combination of espresso with steamed milk topped with a thick layer of microfoam

Latte
Espresso with streamed milk topped with small layer of foam

Bombay Island’s Signature Spiced Latte
Espresso infused with exotic spices, steamed milk topped with small layer of foam

Cortado
Espresso with small amount of steamed milk

Mocha
Espresso, Chocolate and steamed milk
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V60 Pour over
Hot water slowly poured over freshly roasted coffee ground, 

giving a flavourful, smooth and clean cup of coffee

Bombay Island’s Signature Cinnamon Pour over
Hot water slowly poured over aromatic cinnamon 

stick and freshly roasted coffee grounds

Chemex
Pour over coffee in a unique shaped vessel using thick bonded paper f ilter

French Press
Coffee grounds immersed in hot water resulting in earthy cup of coffee

Aeropress
A strong, clean and flavourful coffee extracted using the force of gravity

Siphon
A unique, complex and bright coffee brewed using immersion and vaccum

Turkish Coffee
Coffee brewed using very f inely ground beans in 

a brass pot on sand and is served without f iltering 
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Iced Espresso
Velvety espresso poured over ice

Iced Americano
Espresso layered with ice and cold water

Iced Latte (Not Blended)
Rich espresso layered with ice and cold milk

Iced Spice Latte (Not Blended)
Espresso infused with exotic Indian spices,

layered with ice and cold milk

Hazelnut Cold Coffee (Blended)
A delicious dessert like cold coffee with hazelnut flavour

Caramel Popcorn Coffee (Blended) 
Treat the kid in you with this delicious buttery caramel popcorn flavoured iced coffee

Iced Mocha (Not Blended) 

Espresso, Chocolate and cold milk

Espresso Tonic
Espresso Poured over tonic water and ice
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Pour over coffee with ice

Iced Cinnamon Pour over 
Cinnamon pour over coffee with ice

Cold brew Classic
Coffee grounds steeped into water for 16 hours, resulting in a smooth, 

Low acidic coffee with berry and dark cocoa flavour notes

Espresso Shot 

Any Flavour

Almond Milk

Espresso Shot 

Any Flavour

Almond Milk
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